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SYSTEM OVERVIEW
You live on the surface of this planet. Therefore, you know that the planet
is divided into sections by imaginary political boundaries. The areas within
a political boundary are called countries and you will likely live out your
life in the country where you were born. In most cases, with resources, you
are free to visit other areas outside the limits of your political boundaries.
However, your ability is dependent upon your resources because you must
pay for everything.
Additionally, you should be familiar with the concept of military bases.
People who live on military bases do not pay for anything. Everything they
need, food, housing, clothing, education including college education if
deemed necessary, medical care, etc., are provided to them for free. They
do, of course, get paid a salary, however, they really have no critical need
for this money. So, who pays? Well, you do. As a "surface slave" or
"work unit", you must pay through the nose for everything including things
that other countries believe are human rights and are provided at no charge
like education including higher education and medical care.
However, in the socialist world of the military, everything is free. This is
paid for by the military budget. Officially, in the United States, the military
budget is 53% of the budget. However, this number is deceptive. In reality,
the military budget is likely closer to 80% of the national budget. This is
accomplished by secretly diverting money from other budgets - the
agriculture department budget is said to be a good example - to the military
budget.
Now, what does the military need all these resources for and what are they
really used for in addition to the things which are generally known. To find
out, we must explore secret areas that ordinary people have no idea even
exist. So, let's get into it:
The Underworld
People have always sought out protected areas where they can feel safe and
secure. Natural caves are said to have been used by "cave men". Later,
man made structures called catacombs became popular - especially in Italy
and France. However, around 1913 (which also reportedly happens to be
the year of first alien contact in the present epoch), someone envisioned a

created "underworld" which would cover the entire planet but which would
remain hidden from the average surface dweller. Although this construction
project is now complete, there is ongoing constant expansion projects for
underground cities, laboratories, military bases and other specialized areas.
There are no political boundaries in the underworld. Also, like surface
military bases, if you live in or have permission to access the underworld,
everything you require there is free.
The existence of the underworld means that, in reality, there are no
individual countries. The belief by the surface dwellers that they live "in a
country" is an illusion. The compartmentalized surface areas called
countries could be more accurately be described as ghettoes, each
supervised by some type of dictator or warlord. However, they are believed
to be "real" by the uninitiated inhabitants.
So, at this point, you should begin to realize why the military budget is so
huge. However, it gets better.
The Off World Colonies [1]
In 1903 the Wright Brothers made their first flight and ushered in the age of
aviation. It was hailed as a great achievement. However, in 1920 [1] the
Germans succeeded in building a legitimate functional "flying saucer".
They went to the moon believing it to be a lifeless rock. It is not. So,
obviously, they were surprised when they landed and were immediately
approached by the beings who live on - and, mainly, inside - the moon who
wanted to know who they were and what were they doing on "their moon".
So, they had to explain and negotiate with the "natives" to get permission to
set up a small base there. Apparently, they have been there ever since. The
Americans set up their lunar base later.
There are also active colonies on Mars and on some of the moons of the
outer planets. In all of these installations, like surface military bases on
Earth, all needs are provided free. Today, there is no need for rocket ships
or even legitimate space craft to travel to relatively close off world
colonies. Travel in essentially instantaneous using what are known as
"jump rooms". You just walk through what resembles a doorway and you
immediately walk out in some off world colony.
Implications

So, what does all this mean. Well, it means that, as an uninitiated surface
dweller on Earth, not only is everything you know wrong but all you fancy
technology is actually "toys" which are obsolete by hundreds of years. The
continued production of these things is done to reinforce the illusion that
what you see is all that is possible so that you will remain "pacified". You
are living in a carefully constructed "dream". None of the "insiders"
actually use rocket ships or airplanes. If you want to travel on Earth you
use the high speed mag lift trains in the underworld. If you want to go off
world, you use jump rooms. Conventional radio is also obsolete.
Communications systems use scalar technology which is instantaneous and
independent of time.

AREAS OF SOCIAL ENGINEERING
All areas of society are candidates for deliberate coordinated manipulation
which is intended to alter the basic fabric of society to conform to the
desires of the ruling oligarchs.
Each year, there are three key meetings where events for the following year
are planned in secret. These meetings are the World Economic Forum, the
Bilderberg group's annual meeting and Bohemian Grove.
The World Economic Forum is always held in January in Davos,
Switzerland in a naturally secluded resort high in the snow covered
mountains. Of course, it is guarded. However, it is not comfortable to be
stuck in the snow with no access to commercial food or water. Even so,
some protesters do show up to wave signs. Of course, they are completely
ignored by the elite inside the warm and cozy resort. This meeting is
generally concerned with world control through economic manipulation
techniques. Essentially every country now uses imaginary fiat (faith based)
money. It has no real value. Since the value of imaginary money is totally
based on what people believe, altering beliefs will alter the effective value
of the money. This can be accomplished through effective propaganda.
The Bilderberg group is the smallest group of around 125 members and its
meetings only last about four days. The meeting site is moved every year to
a different country. The host country's military is responsible for guarding
the meeting. Members represent the key leaders of industry and are all
billionaires. Because of their power and influence, they are capable of
swaying the world in any way they choose. Everything they decide is secret
and no information about anything they discuss makes it to the outside

world. Even the membership is secret, however, most members are known.
Traditionally, the US President will silently "sneak away" to attend this
meeting. Other world leaders also attend. For many years, the very
existence of this group was secret. However, today, activists track the
group and generally know the meeting location. Many brave the vicious
militarized guards to protest. They are, of course, ignored and also risk
being killed by the guards. None of these billionaires want anything to do
with the average citizen and, quite likely, have never actually met one in
their entire lives.
The Bohemian Grove meeting is always held in the summer in a private
area in the California redwood forest. It is the largest meeting and lasts for
two weeks or more. Only men are allowed. Generally, they run around
naked. The meeting begins with the "Cremation of Care" (we don't care)
Satanic ritual which includes burning a coffin at the base of a giant stature
of an owl. The owl symbolizes knowledge. Reportedly, there is a live body
of some child in the coffin who is "sacrificed" to Satan, however, this
cannot be confirmed because the meeting and the identity of those attending
is secret. No one talks.
The meeting has been infiltrated, however, and a secretly made video of the
opening ceremony was made and posted on you tube. Many videos have
been redacted by you tube lately. When this happens, they will likely be
reposted on a new site - real.video - which was set up specifically so that the
information would be preserved.
There are many small meetings among the men at the grove and national
security matters and secret future plans are freely discussed. Members of
government agencies like the CIA and NSA attend the grove with the other
non government but highly influential people. They all know each other.
No one talks about what happened or even admits they are members of the
group. However, we do know that, until his death, Walter Cronkite was the
master of ceremonies for many years. Remember him - the "trusted voice" who was, in reality, a high level member of a Satanic cult.
It is said that the Manhattan Project - the project to create the first atomic
bomb - was conceived at a Bohemian Grove meeting. Since leaders of the
press are all members, you never hear about this meeting although foreign
press - not under US control - discuss it. For many years, the existence of
this group remained unknown. However, today activists track the activities
as best they can.

The combination of the power and influence of these three groups is
sufficient to manipulate global society and control its direction to conform
to the desires of the ruling oligarchs.

THE COMPANY
In college, I took a course in political science. There was one sentence in
the textbook that I recall. It was, "The (US) government must be a senior
partner in all companies". I don't think anyone in the class knew what this
sentence really meant. As students, it was meant to introduce us to what is
commonly called "the company". The company is the CIA. Every major
corporation has a government agent implanted at some high executive
level. People reference this when they say, "I work for the company".
There are lots of corporations and large companies operating in the United
States. If each one was truly independent and made random decisions as
they pleased, there would be no unified approach to the nation's needs.
Therefore, although companies appear to be independent entities on the
surface, at the top levels they are all linked and coordinated. The ordinary
worker has no idea about any of this because they don't "need to know".
However, the upper executive levels know. Also, the leaders all know each
other and likely meet at events like Bohemian Grove.
Also it is worth noting that America originated as a British colony. Britain
is a monarchy. The US claims it is a democracy and anyone can rise to any
level including President. It is a deception. You see, all US presidents are
somehow related by blood. It is just not obvious and not discussed but you
can find the evidence on the internet [19] if you look for it. So, the US is a
monarchy - just like Britain. The only difference is that Britain admits it is
a monarchy and the US hides the truth and pretends it is a democracy.
Apparently, this is to make the "royal subjects" believe that they are free
and live in a "free country". They are not and they do not and they never
will be.
Now, recall that the "British Empire" intended to conquer the world and
bragged that "the sun never sets on the British Empire". That is no longer
true but it is true for the US Empire which has around one thousand military
bases scattered around the world in other people's countries. So, today, "the
sun never sets on the US Empire". You might want to ponder on that fact.

HISTORY OF INFORMATION CONTROL
Today, we live in an environment of fake news and information control.
However, the techniques in use today originated long ago. For some
reason, people today just accept that the government is the "owner" of
knowledge and you need their permission to know the truth about most
anything. These formalized concepts of "need to know" and "security
clearances" are just accepted by the mindless "sheeple". It's unfortunate
that no one has the guts to simply ask, "Just who do you think you are that
gives you the right to control knowledge?" Essentially all advanced
cultures throughout the universe use "open knowledge" systems. This place
is one of the very few exceptions.
When Jesus walked upon the Earth, he told people the truth. However, even
then, the planet had become corrupted by a group of people commonly
called "the priestcraft". Knowing that they could not survive in the light of
truth, they knew that they had to do something to keep the masses dumbed
down and do it as quickly as possible. The same basic philosophy
continues to this day.
Now, let's pick a good example.
This is a passage from the redacted bible that is in use today by all
Christians:
John 16:23-24 New International Version (NIV)
23 In that day you will no longer ask me anything. Very truly I tell you, my
Father will give you whatever you ask in my name. 24 Until now you have
not asked for anything in my name. Ask and you will receive, and your joy
will be complete.
Now, this is the redacted part from the suppressed Gospel of Thomas [3].
"Ask without hidden motive and be surrounded by your answer
Be enveloped by what you desire that your gladness be full"
Notice that the redacted part gives the instructions for achieving your
desire. Without these instructions, the edited version is useless. Basically,
in more simple words, these instructions say to assume that your request has
already been achieved and this thought will cause your desire to come into
existence.

You can find essentially the same instructions - complete with no edits - in
Hindu, Buddhist and Tibetan texts as well as Witchcraft instruction books
and other mystic texts. They all say basically the same thing because this is
the standard procedure for materializing a thought. However, Christians do
not generally read these types of books and so they remain clueless which is
exactly what the mainstream churches want.
Also note - because this basic principle is used in all scientific books
available to ordinary people - that it is not necessary to overtly ban a book,
you just have to edit out key words and phrases to render the information
useless. The classified versions of these books would be complete with no
edits but you can't get them.

PRINCIPLE 24
Principle 24 is perhaps the most important principle in the master Illuminati
plan for the so called New World Order. We cover the complete plan in our
book "NWO Progress Notes" on our website 3108.info
This is Principle 24:
"Fool, bemuse and corrupt the younger members of society by teaching
them theories and principles we know to be false. "
The existence of North America was known long before the United States
came into existence. Britain was in Canada in the 1400's. However, long
before that, there were the "pirates". Ordinary people were afraid to go
anywhere because they believed that the Earth was flat and you would "fall
off" if you dared to venture out in a boat. However, the pirate ships knew
the truth and went everywhere. Also, they had maps. So, whoever actually
"discovered America" was most likely some unknown pirate in the distant
past.
Now, let's talk about America. Obviously, its existence was known long
before its theoretical discovery. Apparently, there was no compelling need
to colonize and develop it. Now, the Illuminati [14] - which was created by
the Catholic Church - officially came into existence on May 1, 1776
(Beltane) and the United States officially came into existence on September
9, 1776. Gee, what a coincidence!

Of course, it would be a "conspiracy theory" to argue that America was
developed to be the home base of the Illuminati. However, it is a historical
fact that the rest of the world has periodically be devastated by various
wars, however, for some strange reason, America has essentially never been
touched in any meaningful way. Of course, that is probably just another
coincidence. After all, what else could it be?
Now, let's discuss how Principle 24 impacts your life today. For starts,
there is no accurate true history of anything available to the general public.
Everything has been deliberately altered. There are books that contain the
true history of the United States, however they are classified and kept in
libraries in government buildings with restricted access. These books are
called "FRUS" which stands for Foreign Relations of the United States.
However, Principle 24 applies to everything and especially to science. No
publicly available science book contains completely accurate information.
The information has been edited so as to make it impossible for you to get a
comprehensive understanding of the subject. Equivalent "real books" exist,
however they are classified and you can't get them. This means that, if you
go to college and study any of the sciences or engineering, although the
information you learn may allow you to get a decent job, you will never
completely understand the subject you studied.
Here are a few examples:
Physics
You will learn how electrons orbit in an element. However, you will not
learn that, as an electron orbits, it leaves this dimension and is replaced by a
new electron from another dimension. This knowledge is very important in
top secret physics. It can be used as a source of "free energy" by preventing
the electron from escaping while "harvesting" the new electron which
would ordinarily replace it. You will never be told this unless you get some
job requiring a top secret clearance. Then, you will be trained using the
legitimate unredacted physics books. You will then learn many things
including new equations and new variables such as "time pressure". Time
pressure - which varies from planet to planet - determines what elements
can naturally exist there. We can make these elements by force, however
they are unstable here. On other planets, however, they may be plentiful
and exist naturally.
Electrical Engineering

You will learn enough to get a descent job. However, you will never
understand what electricity is. You will learn the math needed to explain
electricity and notice that equations contain "imaginary numbers" - the
square root of minus one for example. You will probably not question why
something we use every day and so consider "real" needs to be explained by
"imaginary numbers".
However, with access to the top secret knowledge, you will learn that
electricity is "trans dimensional". It exists simultaneously in both this
dimension and the Astral dimension. So, those "imaginary numbers" are
not really imaginary after all. They are just imaginary in this dimension. In
the Astral dimension, electricity is solid and visible. However, it cannot be
actually seen in our dimension although we can still make practical use of it
here.
So, briefly, this is how Principle 24 affects you in your day to day life and
makes you - the "sheeple" - live out your life in a dream world and remain
totally clueless about the truth until the day you die.

FROZEN IN TIME
I just can't resist repeating this quote - because it is so true and so well
written - from Chris Hedges who hosts the show "On Contact" on the RT
network: [2] [L1]
"Our culture is awash in lies.
Dominated by streams of never ending electronic hallucinations
That merged fact and fiction until they are indistinguishable.
We have become the most illusioned society on earth
Politics is a species of endless and meaningless political theater
Politicians have morphed into celebrities
Our two ruling parties are, in reality, one party – the corporate party
And those who attempt to puncture this vast, breathless universe of fake
news
Designed to push through the cruelty and exploitation of the neoliberal
order
Are pushed so far to the margins of society including by a public
broadcasting system
That has sold its soul for corporate money
That we might as well be mice squeaking against an avalanche
But squeak we must"

-Chris Hedges - RT
The US congress is cleverly designed to make it appear legitimate that
nothing ever really changes. "Look at the new boss - same as the old boss.
[20]"
Congressmen propose changes but nothing changes. Then they say, "We
tried to keep our promises - we wanted to help you but those bad guys in the
other party blocked us so nothing will change. Sorry!"
Of course, all these guys are friends. It is no accident that nothing ever
changes. The system has been designed to guarantee that nothing ever
changes. However, by giving emotional speeches and introducing bills that
go nowhere, the "sheeple" are made to believe that someone is working for
them and maybe someday things will get better. Of course, it is all an
eloberate scam. But, they never catch on.

ENGINEERING POVERTY
Starving people are remarkably cooperative. They will do pretty much
anything for a loaf of day old bread. Also, they don't complain about their
dead end minimum wage job because they can't survive without it. Of
course, they can't survive with it either since you can't live on minimum
wage. But, somehow they manage to make it to the next day.
If you are older, you will recall that it was not always this way. There was a
time - not too long ago - when mothers could stay home with their kids and
the father's income was more than enough to support the family and perhaps
even afford a few luxuries.
It is no accident that things are the way they are now. It is not some
"natural evolution". It is deliberately planned social engineering to
eliminate the middle class and transition to a system where a few rich
oligarchs own everything and everyone else lives in poverty.
It was done deliberately but quietly. Starting in the 1970's, wages were
effectively frozen. However, workers actually produced more due to
machines and computers. So, the income of the bosses increased while the
income of the workers remained the same. Actually, due to inflation, the
workers were actually making effectively less but doing more work.

As this process accelerated, it created the situation we have today.
Everything was deliberately designed by the oligarchs.

ECONOMIC SLAVERY
Today, the US is rapidly moving to the old model of "Lords and serfs".
The Lords owned everything. The serfs owned nothing. To survive, the
serfs had to beg the lords to let them have a tiny piece of land to live on. In
exchange, they had to obey the lords without question or they would be
kicked out with no food and no where to go. We are now returning to that
state.
None of this is necessary. In reality, this planet produces enough food to
feed three worlds the size of Earth. There is no legitimate reason why
anyone should go hungry. Also, there are more vacant houses - padlocked
by banks - than there are homeless people in the US. We have starving
people and homeless people because of greed and the lust for power and not
because there is no food or shelter.
The oligarchs love to watch people suffer and die. Apparently, it is like
drug addiction. They get "high" watching other people "die". Your life is
being controlled by a bunch of sick psychopaths and sociopaths.

MIND CONTROL
Mind control is by no means new. It has existed in some form quite likely
ever since people existed. Originally, practitioners of mind control were
primarily adepts in witchcraft (magick potions, etc.), sorcery and voodoo.
The priestcraft pioneered psychological mind control techniques which are
still in use today. Although you rarely hear about witchcraft, sorcery and
voodoo, they are also alive and well and have now been "rebranded" as
psychology and psychiatry. With the addition of technology, the power of
these ancient techniques has been greatly enhanced.
Mind control, as a formal project of the US Government, began at the end
of World War II. The Nazis had done quite a bit of research on mind
control technology and were able to test and verify the efficacy of various
techniques by using war prisoners as lab rats. When the war ended, there
was a sham trial known as the Nuremberg trial which was supposed to

prosecute Nazi war criminals as well as set standards to prevent similar
abuses in the future. However, in reality, the United States secretly
imported essentially all of Hitler's doctors and scientists and gave them new
identities under a secret project code named "Operation Paperclip". Nazi
doctors were given "color names". The famous "angel of death", Dr. Josef
Mengele, was known as "Dr. Green".
The US became very interested in mind control and encouraged the
imported Nazis to continue their work under the protection of the US. To
make sure no one found out and to acquire the legal authority to kill anyone
who did, the US passed the National Security Act and set up the system we
live under today of security clearances and the concept of "need to know".
In the mind control area, the primary original project was called MK Ultra
(Mind Kontrole). This project never ended. It just changed code names
over the years. The latest code name we know was "Marathon". The
present primary location for this project is the new facility in New Orleans
called "University Medical Center" (See our book "MK Ultra 2.0).
Reportedly, it was designed to be the center for all human experiments for
North America. The experiments reportedly take place in secret
underground sections of this facility.
There is a good bit of information on MK Ultra available on the internet.
There are also some detailed books and also first hand testimonials from
people who successfully escaped and recovered from US mind control
techniques.
Perhaps the most comprehensive book by an independent researcher is the
book "Operation Mind Control" by Walter Bowart which you can download
and read for free here [15]. However, we also have two excellent books by
two women who successfully recovered from Monarch Programming. Both
were "Presidential Models" and were never supposed to be able to
remember the highly classified events they personally witnessed under mind
control. Unfortunately for the government, they both were able to recover
these "locked" memories and detail everything in their books. The two
women are Cathy O'brien and Susan Ford (aka Brice Taylor). You can read
Cathy's book for free here [16] and Sue Ford's book for free here [17].
There are also other sources should these links be disabled.
The most common type of programming in current use is called Monarch
Programming. You can search using this phrase for more detailed
information. Basically, Monarch programming involves using trauma to

cause a person's mind to "fracture" and create a condition psychiatrists call
"dissociative identity disorder". The fractured pieces are called
"alters" (alternative personalities) and the process involves programming
each alter with a new personality and then "locking the alter" so that the
person has no idea they have been programmed. The alters are activated by
"keys" which could be spoken phrases, a sequence of tones or musical notes
or other similar methods. Once an alter is "turned on", the person becomes,
essentially, a different person and follows the alternate identity programmed
into that alter. When switched off, they return to their original personality
with no memory of what happened.
Retired FBI special agent Ted Gunderson (who is no longer with us because
the government murdered him) stated that each year in the US about 2
million kids go missing. The FBI is able to find information on about one
million but the other one million vanish without a trace. These are the kids
abducted by the government to be turned into Monarch slaves. Not all of
these kids will become Monarch slaves. Since the process involves
creating trauma so intense as to cause the mind to be overwhelmed and so
"fracture", some of the kids will be killed in front of other kids to traumatize
them. However, it would be a good guess that at least 700,000 successfully
programmed Monarch slaves are created every year. The slaves can be
programmed to do most anything. Some can be used as "manchurian
candidates" and sent out to kill. However, they would be a minority. The
most dangerous Monarch slaves are trained to go out into society and get
professional jobs like doctors or lawyers. They generally have a "normal"
family life and have no idea that they have been programmed. However, at
any time, should the need arise, they can be "switched on" and go into some
alternate programmed personality. Just imagine if your doctor was one of
these people and the government wanted to eliminate you. You would not
stand a chance and nothing would ever happen to the doctor who would not
remember whatever was done to kill you.
There are some quite detailed articles on the internet concerning the most
likely places where children can be "harvested" for programming. Places
which primarily attract children, such as Disney theme parks, have been
mentioned. Anyplace where lots of kids are likely to congregate should be
considered as possible sources of future Monarch slaves. Parents should
bear this in mind and be alert to this threat.
A good feature film which dramatizes how programmed people who are
established in a normal life and totally unaware of their programming react
when "activated" is the movie "Telefon" [18].

GENERATION Rx
The United States has just entered an unprecedented era. The children
graduating from public school today have essentially all been damaged by
drugs and vaccines and are no longer normal human beings. It would be
appropriate to call them "Generation Rx" because this type of massive
social experiment has never previously been attempted. In most states in
the United States, grade school teachers can order a child to be drugged
against their will. If the child refuses and the child's parents refuse to force
the drugs upon the child, the kid can be abducted by child protection and
locked away somewhere where the child will be drugged by force. Quite
likely, the parents will never see their child again.
In order to initially attend public school, the school will require proof that
the child has received at least thirty different vaccinations. Vaccines are
typically preserved with aluminum and mercury compounds. Both
elements are poison and do not belong in anyone's body. The damage they
cause cannot be reversed.
Once the kid gets into school, the child will be "observed" for "abnormal"
behavior. This process, based upon DSM-5 (which is the present list of
over three hundred "mental disorders"), has enough categories to certify
everyone in the world as having some kind of "mental disorder". There are
no scientific tests for any of these "disorders". Disorders are voted into
existence at the annual meeting of the American Psychiatric Association.
Any member can submit a vague description of some type of behavior that
they want added to the disorder list. If a majority of the members approve,
the new "illness" is given a name and ID number and added to the list.
Members can also propose that some "illness" already on the list be
removed as was done with the "disease" of homosexuality. It is now legal.
The drug most commonly used is some form of amphetamine - a Schedule
II controlled substance. It is used for the "illness" called ADHD which
many professionals argue does not actually exist. You can be ordered to
take this drug for something as simple as dozing off in class. The drug is
both dangerous and addicting and causes permanent damage.
You can also be accused of not following orders. This is called "defiance
disorder" and is punished with extremely dangerous psychiatric drugs which
will leave you with permanent brain damage and shorten your life by
between 25 and 35 years. The newer drugs are the most dangerous.

One of the more popular drugs, Risperidone, when given to prepubescent
boys will cause them to develop as if they were girls and grow female
breasts. However, unlike real girls, the two breasts are asymmetric.
It is almost a given that, eventually, some teacher will accuse you of
something which will result in you being drugged.
Besides being dumbed down and brain damaged by drugs, kids are no
longer being taught cursive writing (normal handwriting), apparently
because some intellectual decided it was obsolete since everything is done
typing on computers and smartphones. Even crazier, many kids have no
idea what a standard analog clock is and can only tell time if it is in a digital
format as found on computers and smartphones.
So, considering all these "modifications" to today's youth, we will just have
to wait and see what kind of future society we will have when these people
enter the workforce and (attempt to) assume responsible positions in
society.

ACTIVISTS
It is important to make the masses of "sheeple" believe that they have hope
and that, somehow, the future will be better. Of course, the truth is that
things will continue to get worse. In fact, they will get so bad that you will
look back to the world of today as the "good times". However, depressed
and hopeless slaves produce much less than "sexed up" slaves who believe
they are working for a "better world".
Consequently, there are people we call "activists" who run around, attract a
following, give speeches and motivate large groups of people to support
some "cause".
Some activists are real and sincere. They don't last long because the
government kills them. However, since they actually tell people the truth,
they are remembered long after their death. Some examples of legitimate
activists are William Cooper [6], Ted Gunderson [5] and Martin Luther
King. They are all dead now, but the memories of their messages live on.
If an "activist" or activist organization continues to exist and function for an
extended period of time, that person or group is likely fake and also likely

to be cooperating with the government. These people and groups attract
followers with false hope. Generally, they solicit money from them and
most have tax exempt status. However, they never actually accomplish
anything. They have no viable plan to change the status quo. Often, they
make quite a bit of money from donations and personally live quite
comfortably but nothing they do actually improves conditions in society for
the average person. Essentially, they are all "bags of hot air".
A good example to cite is Martin Luther King. Dr. King was one of the
founding members of a secret society known as the "Boule" [4]. Originally,
he followed orders. He was allowed to preach his message with the
assistance of the secret group. However, he was warned that he must never
organize a rally in Washington, D.C. Dr. King decided disobey and do
legitimate activism and led his famous "million man march" to Washington,
D.C. Since he had refused to be a "puppet" and "broke the rules", he was
ordered eliminated. Reportedly, one of his "friends", Jesse Jackson, was
recruited by the government [7] to make sure Dr. King was manipulated to
the correct place on a balcony so that the government assassins could easily
kill King. In exchange, the government reportedly promised Jackson that
he would not be killed. Apparently they kept their bargain since Jackson is
alive and quite well today doing "fake activism". As long as he follows
orders, it appears he is in no danger.

POPULATION CONTROL
The Georgia Guidestone [8] commands that the global population be
reduced to 500 million. The future world described by Al Bielek [9] has
exactly 500 million inhabitants. Ted Gunderson also repeats that the present
secret depopulation plan calls for eliminating all humans except for 500
million. However, he ads that, for the United States, the permitted
population will only be 20 million. Since the present population of the US
is about 327 million, the US is required to kill over 300 million US citizens
to meet its population quota.
Obviously, if they realized this, the 327 million citizens presently alive
could easily overthrow the government and stop this. Unfortunately, they
are all asleep and completely unaware of what is to come.
So, to succeed in a nation where most people are armed, these things must
be done quietly. Let's look at some of the depopulation techniques that are
in use today.

Ted Gunderson describes "chemtrails" in this short video [10]. Shortly after
posting this video, he was killed. Gunderson also revealed the main
chemicals used in the chemtrails. They include aluminum and barium
powder and a mysterious red liquid which will "grow" if a sample is placed
in a petri dish under lab conditions indicating it is some type of living
organic matter.
Bill Gates - whose parents were reportedly active in the eugenics movement
where young girls were covertly sterilized if deemed "inferior" - has videos
where he openly advocates using vaccines to kill off the population. He
also wants to use vaccines to covertly sterilize people. Alan Greenspan
claims that the government can save one million dollars for every elderly
person eliminated.
Synthetic components of plastic used for food storage mimic female
hormones and so cause girls to mature at a younger age and feminize men
and lower their sperm count. Research shows that recently male sperm
count has decreased by about 60% [11].
Common use drugs are designed to be "dual purpose" compounds. The
most easily documented drug is acetaminophen (Tylenol) [12]. It will give
you brief pain relief but also increase your chances of having a heart attack
by 50%. Somehow this does not sound like a great bargain.

This book: [L1]
Describes how the US government went to the drug manufacturer Merck
and wanted help in developing chemical and biological weapons. Merck
told the government that would be no problem since they already had a

contract with Germany to do the same thing. They developed many dual
purpose drugs on the market today which appear to be helping people but
are also silently killing them.
However, the most deadly technology developed, which is presently being
deployed, is the so called 5G cellphone network [13]. This network
requires a cell tower every 500 feet and uses high microwave frequencies.
Scientists say people will likely not notice anything unusual for the first
three years of exposure but, after that, problems will start. Living in an area
using this system for life has been compared to sitting inside a microwave
oven for 17 minutes. Of course, this would kill you. So will G5, except
you will be "slow cooked" instead. Also, the frequencies used are said to
kill a woman's eggs, making her sterile.
Also, it would be a good idea to remember that "medical error" is the third
leading cause of death in the US so you might want to double check
anything a doctor tells you, always get second opinions from some other
doctor not associated with the first doctor and try to have someone you trust
stay with you if you are in a hospital because these trips often turn out to be
"one way".
So, the government is moving steadily along using a variety of methods to
kill you and achieve its goal of a population of only 20 million.

LEGAL
[L1] Reproduced in accordance with the "fair use" provision of Title 17 U.
S.C. § 107 for a non-profit educational purpose.
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